How to measure for
Aluminum Mini Blinds
Step One: Inside or Outside?
INSIDE MOUNT shows off your window
trim, but requires sufficient depth to
accommodate your chosen window
coverings. Inside mounting is ideal for
sash (double‑hung) windows.

INSIDE MOUNT

OUTSIDE MOUNT can offer somewhat better
light-blocking, and covers up all of your
window trim. For a casement window (window
cranks, locks and screens on the inside),
we recommend outside mount to avoid
interference with these items. Some window
coverings are available with spacers blocks or
extension brackets to help clear obstructions
like molding and window cranks – contact our
customer service for additional assistance.

Mini Blinds require 1/2” of depth
to install, or up to 1 3/4” to
install fully recessed.

Step Two: Measure

OUTSIDE MOUNT

For best results, use a steel tape measure and carefully measure to the nearest 1/8”.
All necessary measurement deductions are made in our factory.

INSIDE MOUNT

OUTSIDE MOUNT

2. Measure height from top to bottom
in three locations; left, center and
right. Use the longest length.
3. Order product as Inside Mount.

Decide how much of your molding or wall
you wish to cover, specify the exact width
and height you want your product.

Standard Outside Mount Width

1. Measure width from right to left in
three locations; across the top, center
and bottom. Use the largest width.
2. Measure height from top to bottom in
three locations; left, center and right.
Use the longest length.
3. Order product as Outside Mount.

If you have further questions about measuring call 800.963.9832 | www.NextDayBlinds.com

Standard Outside Mount Height

1. Measure width from right to left
in three locations; across the
top, center and bottom.
Use the narrowest width.

Standard Inside Mount Width

Standard Inside Mount Height

Provide the exact measurements of
each window opening, we will make the
necessary deductions for inside mount.

How to measure for Aluminum Mini Blinds
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS

Made to order, sized to fit.

We make all necessary deductions to ensure proper fit. When ordering, please provide your exact measurements without any deductions already made.

Depth Requirements

Finished Product Size Relative to Ordered Size

INSIDE MOUNT
Install
All Styles

1/2”

INSIDE MOUNT

Fully Recess

Headrail Width

Slat Width

OUTSIDE MOUNT
Headrail Width

Slat Width

+1/4”

Ordered Width

1 3/4”	-1/8”	-3/8”

Stacking Chart

When fully raised, blinds create a stack that covers part of your window.

PRODUCT

36”

48”

Basic

4 1/2”

Classic, Deluxe, Ultra Room Darkening

4 7/8”

SHADE HEIGHT
72”

96”

120”

5”

6”

7”

8”

5 3/8”

6 3/8”

7 3/8”

8 3/8”

Please Note: these stack sizes are approximate
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